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By François Jégou, Strategic Design Scenarios

In the country where I live, Belgium there 
is an expression to describe its inhabit-
ants: it is said that the Belgians have “a 
brick in the belly”. Beyond what could be 
a cultural trait, this expression describes 
a deep human need to feel sheltered, at 

home and protected. From the very earliest days, 
the history of architecture shows a discipline 
that has ceased only “to inscribe in the stone” 
the security of individuals, the stability of homes 
and the permanence of institutions. In other 
words, the temporary use of spaces is not in-
scribed in our genes: the Homo sapiens, who we 
are, is seeking to nest and that without any tem-
poral limit. This natural inclination to stability 
explains the tendency of any temporary user of 
a space to secretly hope that he/she will not be 
dislodged from the place where one is installed. 
Paradoxically, it is questionable what the tem-
porary user undertakes to occupy a space tem-
porarily, and if the person worries more - or is 
more affected by his aspiration to the perma-
nence - of what will happen once the period of 
temporary use terminated? 
This edition of the thematic magazine REFILL 
explores the notion of transitional or transform-
ative temporary use. In other words, how initi-
atives accommodated under temporary condi-

Editorial

tions can anticipate what will happen next, how 
they can rebound after the period of temporary 
use and how to conserve or transform their 
gains and the social, ecological, economic, etc. 
benefits produced?

TRANSPARENT DEALS
A first part of the magazine looks at how cities 
are more transparent to actors to avoid any in-
convenience after the period of temporary use?
The cities of Amersfoort, Nantes and Helsinki 
compare their experiences and their respective 
postures with regard to temporary use. Clarity, 
objectives, mutual intentions declared and for-
mal contracts established between the parties 
can only serve this need for transparency in the 
implementation of temporary use. However, 
what the three experiments ask each in their 
own way is the question of the posture between 
the actors: beyond a clear contract they all call 
for forms of closer collaboration and conver-
gence in the search for common objectives. Cit-
ies on the one hand and space-seeking initiatives 
on the other must not be seen first as “potential 
conflicts to be avoided” but as common projects 
to be invented. The city of Nantes, for example, 
asks how to become a better “temporary guest”, 
how to better support initiatives accommodated 

FROM THE ART OF BEING 
TEMPORARY USER AND 

TEMPORARY HOST…  

in temporary spaces to increase with them the 
creation of value for the whole city?

FORWARD-LOOKING USERS
In the second part of the magazine, 3 case stud-
ies investigate how temporary use initiatives 
can integrate their transition, transformation or 
transposition after the temporary period.

A first article reports two experiences of tempo-
rary use in Athens. While the first, Traces of 
Commerce, is well conceived at the base as an 
event, this incubator of new shops business 
models and the success that it gains by revital-
izing a historical passage of the city lets hope of 
the renewal of the experience. The second ex-
ample, the Kypsili market, taking advantage of 

REFILL preparation phase city visits in Ghent (Belgium).
Photo by Ariana Tabaku and Emma Tytgadt.
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the experience of the former, is immediately 
thought of as an original value creation model 
based on the temporary use of an old neighbour-
hood market and its activation through its man-
agement by Impact Hub Athens. These two 
promising initiatives for the city of Athens clear-
ly demonstrate the close intertwining between 
experimentation - which can lead to the emer-
gence of new uses - and anticipation - which 
does not leave to serendipity only the future of 
initiatives undertaken in a process Temporary 
use.
A second article reflects the peregrinations of 
PLATO, a contemporary art platform of the city 
of Ostrava. Initially housed in one of the cultural 
institutions of the city, PLATO is destined to in-
vest the old slaughterhouses of the city once 
they are redeveloped. During the construction 
period, the city of Ostrava imagines temporarily 
housing the platform in the unoccupied building 
of a former do-it-yourself store. But this one 
proves itself unfit for temporary use asking for 
some work before being usable. The city then 
offers a second alternative by investing a former 
clothing store creating a temporary of the tem-
porary. But beyond this anecdote what emerges 
from this example is certainly mutual benevo-
lence: that of the PLATO platform that seems to 
be inspired by this multiple temporary roaming. 
But also that of the city of Ostrava which does 
not become discouraged and take care of its 
“temporary hosts” via solutions of temporary 
occupation of vacant spaces.
A third article reports the special experience of 
the Alstom Factory Halls  on the island of Nantes. 
Aware of the importance of having temporary 
vacant spaces as levers to activate the city SA-
MOA, the development agency of the island of 
Nantes explains how it has sought to restructure 
the 7 buildings of the Alstom Factory Halls  in 
the heart of the island while maintaining a cer-
tain openness: “open source” spaces, without 
predefined use, redeveloped like outdoor spac-
es in a robust and frugal style, etc.: an alternative 
still difficult to get approved by the decision 
makers but much more promising than expen-

sive multifunctional spaces.
In conclusion, let us return to this notion of tran-
sitional or transformative temporary use. What 
emerges from these different testimonies is the 
perspective of a dialogue between “temporary 
users” and “temporary hosts”, a benevolent dia-
logue for good collaboration and mutual benefit.
Temporary uses are emerging initiatives, social 
or cultural start-ups, and like start-ups develop-
ing a business plans that propose different strat-
egies according to different profitability scenar-
ios, they must make an effort to project their 
value creation model on a short- and medi-
um-term future and also to imagine different 
scenarios below and beyond the period of tem-
porary use granted: they must propose a genu-
ine “temporary use plan” including relocation 
scenarios in another location that may or may 
not be in temporary use and scenarios of tem-
porary or even longer extension in current tem-
porary use.
Reciprocally, “temporary hosts” must also pro-
ject beyond the defined temporary period. First, 
they must generate as much as possible a vision 
of the desired evolution of the site by the com-
munity in the short, medium and long term. This 
vision allows temporary users to be seamlessly 
located, but also gives them the opportunity to 
collaborate in this vision and, if necessary, to find 
a place there. Finally, “temporary hosts” can help 
initiatives to build these “temporary use plans” 
by providing the necessary engineering.

Madalina, Poznan (Poland).  
Photo by City of Poznan.

HOW CAN
CITIES GET MORE 
TRANSPARENCY 

BETWEEN 
STAKEHOLDERS

TO PREVENT  
DISAGREEMENT 

AFTER THE 
TEMPORARY USE 

PERIOD?
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when their hidden agenda is to “force” 
the transformation of a temporary 
use into a permanent use. In Helsinki, 
a cultural centre hosting already more 
than 70 artists’ studios settled early 
2016 for a 2 years temporary use in 
the former Lapinlahti hospital. The 
users were very clear about their in-
terest to stay for a longer period. The 
step-by-step start was a way to start 

doing something while negotiationg 
at the same time with the city. This is 
a strategy that is often used by initia-
tives. It is an example of trying to 
prove temporary use’s value to the 
City through actions. 
The organizers are rushing to reopen 
the hospital kitchen, to create a res-
taurant in the park around and to or-
ganize as many cultural activities as 
possible. Their hidden agenda is to get 
popular success within 2 years in or-

By Maija Bergström, Helsinki (Finland), Marieke Zeegers, 
Nantes (France), Arno Goossens, Amersfoort (Netherlands)

MORE AGREEMENT BY 
TRANSPARENCY IN 
TEMPORARY USE

Many successful temporary 
users tend to stay.

A pop-up bike repair initiative settled 
for 2 years in a former library space 
in Amersfoort. After 2 years, the tem-
porary use of the place finished with-
out provoking conflict. “We should be 
very clear and transparent about the 
time limit in order to avoid any decep-
tion…” says Bertien Houwing, 
Vice-Mayor responsible for Social In-
novation, Participation & Communi-
cation in Amersfoort.
The SAMOA in Nantes as an 
urban development agency 
has the power to decide when 
to buy real estate and when 
the redevelopment should took place. 
It sets in between series of temporary 
use contracts with precise beginnings 
and ends. 
On the one hand temporary users 
benefit from a clear deal from the 
owner side (whether public or pri-
vate) in order to be able to organise 
their activities in the best possible 
way within the time period allocated. 
On the other hand, lack of transparen-
cy may also come from the users’ side 

der to become a project impossible to 
remove.
In many temporary use cases there 
rises a conflict between a user and an 
owner when the user wants to stay 
permanently. Long-term rent periods 
create more opportunities for invest-
ments than short term. But long term 
contracts create legal rights for the 
temporary users.  Many successful 

temporary users tend to 
stay. In some cases the us-
ers don’t want to leave the 
spaces when the period is 
finished. But then the 

question arises how to get agreement 
and trust between the users and the 
owner for the conditions of the tem-
porary period.
In this article three cases show differ-
ent ways of handling the temporary 
uses. The agreements made at the be-
ginning are essential, as also the con-
tact between a user and a renter dur-
ing the temporary period.

The Bike Repairshop, Amersfoort (Netherlands).
Photo by The Bike Repairshop.

The Lapinlahti hospital, Helsinki (Finland).
Photo by City of Helsinki.

The Karting temporary use, Nantes (France).
Photo by SAMOA.
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Setting a clear temporary period:
former library:
popup bike repair shop in 
a former library, Amersfoort 
(Netherlands)

The story of the Bike repairshop re-
peats itself.  They have to move for 
the third time in less than five years. 
The Bikerepairshop started in 2013 
as a project of a recycling shop. They 
started to repair old bikes that could 
be sold again. The people who work 
there have an employement restric-
tion or are not able to find a job. They 
hope to be able to find a job again 
thanks to the experience they achieve 
at the bike repair shop.
In the past years they have had to 
move three times. They started in an 
old school, from there they moved in 
oktober 2014 to a former library. In 
June 2015 this library was sold to the 
salvation army that wanted to start a 
church in the former library. 
In renting the former library the city 
contracted a real estate manager as 
intermediary between the owner 
(the city) and the users. This inter-
mediairy helped in searching initia-
tives for the library and also helped 
in finding alternative places for the 
users when the period ended.
The municipality offered them a new 
location, with the help of the inter-
mediairy: the former social centre 
“De Drietand”. In this former social 
centre there were also creative clubs 
housed that give courses on sculptur-
ing. Now the former social centre is 
sold to a project developer that will 
develop an Aldi supermarket on this 
space. The planning is that this su-
permarket will be built in the end of 

2017. The bike repairshop has no alter-
native housing at this moment. 
These moves are a hell of a job for the 
bikerepair shop, because they have a lot 
storage of old bikes and it is a huge ef-
fort for the people who work there. For 
them there is a limit to how many times 
they can/want to move.

So now they are searching for a place 
that has a more permanent period to 
stay. At this moment there is no alterna-
tive space available for temporary use 
that they could rent.

Lessons learnt
• Social inititatives and startups need 
spaces that are not to expensive to 
rent. Most of the times the conse-
quence is that these spaces are not 
available for a long period and with 
less security and certainty.
• There is a limit to the times an or-
ganization can/wants to move. 

This intermediairy helped in 
searching initiatives for the 
library and also helped in 
finding alternative places 
for the users when the 
period ended.

The bike repairshop, Amersfoort (Netherlands).
Photo by /???/.
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Looking for a common agenda: 
Lapinlahti Hospital cultural centre, 
Helsinki (Finland)

The Lapinlahti hospital was one of 
Europe’s oldest psychiatric hospi-
tals, a beautiful neoclassical building 
built in 1841 and designed by a well-
known architect C.L. Engel. The hos-
pital is surrounded by a big park and 
it’s located on the seaside, just 2 kilo-
metres away from the central railway 
station. The hospital was closed in 
2008, and during the next years its 
condition degraded as it was not kept 
up. The hospital is owned by the City 
of Helsinki, which had plans to sell 
the estate to a private owner, instead 
of renovating it.
The Finnish Association for Mental 
Health under the project name Lap-
inlahden Lähde (“Lapinlahti Spring”) 
started using the building for its 
events in 2014, but they had to apply 
for a new permission for each event, 
and with one permission they only 
got to use the building for couple of 
hours. In 2015 they rented the hos-
pital auditorium and spaces for a 
cafe, and during that year they nego-
tiated a deal for renting half of the 
building. From the beginning of 2016 
they have been renting 3000m2 of 
space in the building. The other half 
was rented to another TU project, 
co-operative Lapinlahden Tilajaka-
mo (“Lapinlahti Spaceshare”) that 
rents the spaces out mostly as work-
rooms and studios. In Lapinlahti, in 
addition to workrooms there is also 
a gallery, cafe, sauna, shop and a flea-
market. The idea is to run the hospi-
tal as an innovation platform for 
mental health, and the project fund-
ing is shared with e.g. academic part-
ners and other third sector actors. 
The project funding for Lapinlahden 

Lähde comes mostly from European 
Social Fund.
The two projects are the only ones who 
have the contract towards the owner, 
City of Helsinki. They sublet some of the 
spaces to projects that relate to their 
aims. 

Negotiations were a long process, start-
ing in 2014 together with Pro Lapinlah-
ti movement. The temporary users have 
a 6 months notice. The city renovates 
the outsides of the building, and the 
temporary users take care of the in-
sides. The have the responsibility to pay 
the costs and do the renovation in occa-
sion of a sudden water damage or sim-
ilar. The temporary users planned the 
concept aiming to turn it permanent. 
They would be interested in buying the 
property, if the costs were affordable, or 
having a much longer lease.

They see the project very beneficial for 
the city: it saves costs by investing in 
preventive mental health care and cre-
ating jobs for those rehabilitating to 
work life and driving innovation on 
health care business too. They would 
like to develop the area also as a touris-
tic attraction, but they see the short 

contract as an obstacle for developing 
the area holistically.
The City has given several acknowl-
edgements for the TU’s of the Hospital:
Lapinlahti spring got a price on their 
way of running voluntary work

• both TU’s got a 1st price for reno-
vating the buildings (Rak-
entajan ruusu)
• TU’s share a price for best 
cultural achievement in 
2016 (Vuoden kulttuurite-
ko)
They see their project being 
very much in line with the 
strategy of the city, but the 
interests of different city de-
partments might some-
times be very far from each 

other, so negotiating with all of them at 
the same time is difficult. They hope 
that total benefits for the City should be 
taken into account, when making deci-
sions about the hospital area and its 
development.

Lessons learnt:
• Make the decisions based on the 
city strategy – it’s very good!
• Look at the total benefics that accu-
mulate for the city
• Give permission to do: support cit-
izen activity!
• Collaborate, don’t create opposite 
sides
• Support longer term planning, they 
make the investments profitable.

The interests of different 
city departments might 
sometimes be very far from 
each other, so negotiating 
with all of them at the same 
time is difficult.

 The Lapinlahti hospital, Helsinki (Finland).
Photo by by City of Helsinki.
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Precarious
OccupationContracts:
Karting site of SAMOA,
Nantes (France)

The Karting is an old go-cart race cir-
cuit that is located on the south-west 
point of the island of Nantes. It will 
eventually disappear to give way to 
the final urban development pro-
jects, but these will not begin to take 
shape before 2025 at best. It is cur-
rently owned by the SAMOA until its 
more permanent function is planned 
and carried out. 
The building is not so much of inter-
est in itself and it had been vacant for 
some time when the SAMOA decided 
to rehabilitate the building and to 
relocate the businesses that were ac-
commodated in the Alstom Factory 
Halls (which were closing for refur-
bishing) in the Karting. 
The building went through a light 
renovation (roof and siding repairs, 
electricity, plumbing and sanitary 
were installed) and a “box in the box” 
concept was deployed to build office 
spaces. A total of twelve prefabricat-
ed wooden “boxes” (see pictures) 
were installed, composed of various 
sizes of office space ranging between 
12 and 96 m². A total of 1200m² of 
office space is available in the Kart-
ing, allowing the SAMOA to house on 
average 40 small businesses working 
in the sectors of the creative and cul-
tural industries. It was inaugurated 
in January 2012 and has been run-
ning for 5 years now. It is quite a suc-
cessful infrastructure, with a waiting 
list of small young companies and 
start-ups that are looking for an of-
fice space in the building. 

As the local development agency of 
the island of Nantes, the SAMOA, has 
used the “precarious occupation 

contracts” for the past 5 years in the 
Karting as the legal framework used 
between the occupants and the SAMOA. 
The “convention d’occupation précaire” 
as it is called in French is the simplest 
legal framework available for the SA-
MOA as a local development agency and 
one that satisfies all parties (owner and 
occupier). It can be translated into Eng-
lish as a precarious occupation con-
tract. Precarious in the sense of uncer-
tain, unstable, insecure.

For the owner the contract, or rather 
agreement for it is not a contract in 
French legal terms, ensures that the oc-
cupier does not stay put too long in the 
building since the maximum length of 
the contract is 23 months, renewable 
once for a length of 12 months. It also 
stipulates clearly that the SAMOA will 
only be able to rent out the office space 
until the demolition of the building. The 
SAMOA asks for a “compensation” (not 
mentioned as rent in the contract) 
which amounts to 150€/m²/year in-
cluding electricity and Internet. The 
amount of the compensation has been 
fixed at a price that will allow the SA-
MOA to have a return on investment in 
10 years’ time. 

The contract entails several conditions 
for the occupier. The occupier is respon-
sible for the upkeep of the office space 
he or she rents, and has to keep it in 
good condition (a walk through is or-
ganized before the occupier enters the 
office and when he/she leaves). They 
need to produce proof of insurance and 
all responsibility for the office space lies 
with them during the period of occupa-
tion, but they are exempt from paying a 

The “box in the box” in the Karting Site in Nantes (France). 
Photo by Valery Joncheray, Jean-Dominique Billaud - SAMOA.

The “box in the box” in the Karting Site in Nantes (France). 
Photo by Valery Joncheray, Jean-Dominique Billaud - SAMOA.
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deposit fee. Parking is free and sub-
letting or office sharing is allowed 
with permission from the SAMOA. 

Lessons learnt:
• It is a pretty flexible system, with 
a natural turn-over of occupants. 
Most small companies or start-
ups move on to more comfortable 
office space at the end of the 
23-month period. Those that do 
ask for an extension are mostly 
companies that have not found 
their business model or that are 
and will mostly keep on struggling 
financially.
• The synergy on-site between the 
companies can be improved, the 
SAMOA has since developed 
shared spaces allowing for more 
and easier interactions between 
occupants
• The Karting has pushed the SA-
MOA to rethink the way they are 
connected to the occupants. In the 
beginning the only link existed 
through the office space with a 
total disconnection from the pro-
jects or types of companies that 
are working in the Karting. In the 
newer temporary use buildings 
the SAMOA has added co-working 
spaces and more collaborative 
spaces in order to have a better 
understanding of and closer rela-
tionship with those occupying the 
buildings. 

In a nutshell
The three cases show different ap-
proaches and different angles to 
work with the temporary users. In 
Amersfoort the renter communi-
cates clearly with the TU that there 
is a limited period, but also offers 
another space when the period is fin-
ished. In Helsinki. The TU gets the 
chance to show their quality for so-
ciety, but it is not yet clear if the tem-
porarity will be transfomed in per-
manent use. In Nantes they use a 
clear contract for a limited period.
Temporary Use can be a breading 
place for startups that need to be 
supported. 

This can be a strategy /policy of the 
city. If so, then Temporary Use needs 
to have incubator places for these 
startups, where growing rates of rent 
can be used to make the rent acces-
sible for the startups. The startups 
need to have clearity on the renting 
period that should be between 3 till 
5 years. At the end of this period the 
rent should be at market level. If the 
startup atre not able to pay rent at 
market level after this period, it will 
probabaly not be a succesfull start-
up.
Coach the Temporary user in becom-
ing a succesfull/professional part-
ner. In Amersfoort the ngo “Match-
point”will coach the Temporary 
users by making matches between 
these initiatives and proffesional 
business in the city. The coaching 
should be on showing and vizualis-
ing the benefits (social and financial) 
of the inititiaves to the owners and 
to the wright department of the city.
For some buildings and spaces it is at 
the beginning not clear for how long 
they will be vacant or open for tem-
porary use. The coaching should also 
give the temporary users scenarios 
on the use of the empty spaces. What 
if we can stay only for two years, what 
if we can stay 5 years or longer? What 
is the exit strategy of the temporary 
user?
Comparing the three cases there is 
one significant difference between 
them. In Nantes, the Samoa can offer 
the most clarity by giving one build-
ing on an island for temporary use. 
It’s clear for everyone that in this 
building you can stay for 23 month 
and then it is finished. It is also clear 
that the building will be demolished 
in 2025, so it’s definitely temporary.
In Amersfoort and Helsinki the 
buildings will remain but that the 
function of the buildings is not cer-
tain and the initiatives try to proof 
there value for society. Because the 
fure is not yet fixed (will it be sold to 
privat development, cultural initi-
atievs or what) setting up a very clear 
and transparent system as in SAMOA 
might not be an option. 
Transparency in the temporary peri-

od is not always sufficient to help the 
TU. If the TU is succesful they often 
want to stay permanent as shown in 
the 2 cases of Amersfoort and Helsin-
ki.
The contract used in Nantes depends 
on the legal possibilities in each 
country. In the Netherlands there is 
a risk of protection of the renter, 
when money is paid over a longer 
period for the use of space. This pro-
tection gives the renter the wright to 
stay as a renter, despite the wish of 
thee owner to stop the rent. 
In some cases it also not clear what 
the policy is of the city in what is pos-
sible and what is not. Sometimes the 
board or city council of the city cre-
ates exceptions for a individual case. 
These exceptions can also create 
hope for new initiatives. 
In some cases temporary use can 
give a competition with local entre-
peneurs that is not fair, because of 
the possible low rent of temporary 
use. To create a more equal playing 
field a city can ask “social return” ac-
tions from the temporary use.

From these cases we have three do’s:

1. Use a temporary contract and 
stick to it.

2. Coach the initiatives in getting/
being a professional partner to the 
owner.

3. The city needs to know what to do 
with its emty buildings/spaces.
Try to have other places/spaces for 
initiatives when they have to move. 

INSIGHTS
FOR CITIES

Traces of Commerce, Athens (Greece).  
Photo by Disegno Daily.
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TEMPORARY USE 
AND DIY URBANISM 

IN ATHENS’
EMPTY BUILDINGS  

By Vassilis Stamogiannis and Nicholas 
Karachalis, Athens (Greece)

Athens, a historic city and modern me-
tropolis of roughly 4 million inhabit-
ants, is heavily affected by the financial 
crisis: unemployment and a brain drain 
phenomenon and the difficulties are 
visible in the city’s everyday life. On the 
other hand this has led to an emergence 
of citizens’ initiatives and the need for 
more effective approaches to current 
issues, e.g. the refugee issue. Trying out 
solutions based on temporary use in 
empty buildings is therefore a major 
opportunity – the Traces of Commerce1  
and the Kypseli Market are two charac-
teristic examples. Both cases are con-
nected to topic “How can temporary use 
initiatives integrate their transition, 
transformation or transposition after 
temporary period”. The Traces of Com-

merce have already been implemented 
while the Kypseli Market project has 
just been launched.

Traces of Commerce 
The so-called “Gallery of Merchants” 
(Stoa Emporon) is a vacant shopping 
passage in the city centre of Athens, just 
two blocks away from Syntagma Square.  
For the past few years its shops were 
closed and the arcade was abandoned 
as a direct consequence of the crisis. 
The initiative “Traces of Commerce” fo-
cused on revitalising the arcade within 
a temporary use context.  It was de-
signed as a participative project with a 
strong element of reciprocity. The us-
ers, in order be eligible to use a shop, 
had to organise events (open to the 

Traces of Commerce, Athens (Greece).  
Photo by Babis Giannikakis.
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public), such as workshops and semi-
nars, instead of paying a rent. An open 
call was published directed to artists, 
creative entrepreneurs, media opera-
tors, etc giving them the chance to use 
the empty shops of the arcade for a 
short period of 4 months. The open call 
attracted many young entrepreneurs 
(individually or in groups) that were 
thinking of starting a business but they 
couldn’t afford to rent a space. In total 
more than 300 applicants showed their 
interest from which only 12 for the first 
period and another 12 for the second 
period were selected. A fab lab, a hat 
designer, fanzine editors/collectors, 
graphic designers and others were 
hosted for periods of 8 months in total 
in the vacant shops, where they show-
cased their activities and organized 
workshops and talks, open to the pub-
lic. One of the main conditions is that 
the users could not earn any money 
during this period (this was a pre-con-
dition the owner asked for since there 
was no rent). 
The main stakeholders were the owner 
of the building (a state-run pension 
fund), the City of Athens, the temporary 
users, the different communities which 
used the space and eventually people 
from the surrounding businesses.
The impact of Traces of Commerce as a 
project was important on triggering the 
conversation regarding the empty ar-
cades of Athens (according to architect 
G. Tzirtzilakis the arcades are the “most 
charming secret of Athens”). It was one 
of the most well documented projects 
on both mass and alternative media. Its 
various activities (gigs, workshops, 
performances, projections, speed dat-
ing nights etc.)  attracted many visitors. 
It’s impressive that many visitors of the 
arcade didn’t know its existence and its 
history before this project. The owners 
of the nearby shops, cafes and bars, also, 
claimed that they were affected as well 
in a very positive way.  
Its operation as an incubator was con-

Traces of Commerce, Athens (Greece).  
Photo by Babis Giannikakis.
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the case of the Traces of Commerce and 
other projects it offers support, financial 
advice, media promotion, etc. 
The concrete next steps have not been 
decided yet and the arcade has re-
mained empty for the past months. Still, 
the owner of the building has been 
convinced that hosting temporary use 
is an excellent way to maintain the ar-
cade. The continuation of the project is 
the main challenge, as there is a danger 
that the passage will go back to its pre-
vious –abandoned – status. For the ini-
tiators the first challenge considered 
persuading the owners who were skep-
tical about the idea, but the most impor-
tant difficulty is to find the necessary 

funding in order to turn the arcade into 
a space that will be visited on a daily 
basis not only by the users but also by 
other groups of citizens.  The important, 
next step, are ideas or a method that will 
ensure its financial sustainability 
(sponsors, mix of commercial and 
non-commercial uses). In general for 
the City of Athens this project proved to 
be a good experiment of a non-commer-
cial temporary use in a very character-
istic type of building in Athens and the 
starting point for the open call and the 
legal process of “granting” the building 
of Kypseli Market to social entrepre-
neurs. Apart from that there are plans 
to continue with a new round of the 

Traces of Commerce project in 2017 as 
the owner of the building is willing to 
grant the space until a solution for the 
building is crystallized; the owner is 
even willing to pay all the overheads for 
the users. 

The Kypseli Market 
relaunch in 2016
The Kypseli Municipal Market was a 
market of vegetables and fish, built in 
the 1930’s, in a time that similar mar-
kets were built in many European cities. 
It operated as a market until the early 
1990s in a middle class neighborhood. 
Suburbanization, the decline of the area 

and the proliferation of super-markets 
in the neighborhood led to a lack of de-
mand for its services. The market grad-
ually lost its popularity and the small 
vegetable, fish and meat businesses 
started closing down one by one. More 
recently, for almost ten years, the build-
ing was managed by local groups and 
neighborhood organizations. 
Still, operational problems and the 
need to refurbish the building created 
the need for the municipality to take 
action. After 2011 for a period the build-
ing was closed in order to be refur-
bished -with European funding-. In 
2016 the works were completed and a 
plan for the future activities of the 

sidered successful. This is linked to the 
fact that some of the initiatives were 
able to experiment for this short period 
of time; after the period of experimen-
tation, two participants opened perma-
nent shops to develop their commercial 
activities in other areas in Athens ( a 3d 
printing lab ). This kind of short term 
lease temporary use is being consid-
ered for other similar spaces as well. 
Also, the second cycle of Traces of Com-
merce created a small network of young, 
creative and talented entrepreneurs; 
many of them are continuing common 
projects. Synergastirion (which operat-
ed as a common space for graphic de-
signers, artists and high quality print-

ing services) was awarded during 
Greece design awards, “EBGE”. 

Organisational Issues, the 
role of the Athens 
Development Agency 
and next steps
Both the Municipal Authorities and the 
Athens Development Agency played a 
crucial role in the process. The Athens 
Development Agency is responsible for 
the implementation of different policies 
of the Municipality (e.g. refugees’ 
housing, tourism promotion, city 
branding, also operates as a contact 
point for social entrepreneurship. In 

Kypseli Market after its re-launch in 2016 , Athens (Greece).
Photo by Stathis Mamalakis.
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So what are these two projects bringing 
into the discussion on temporary use in 
Athens? The Traces of Commerce are 
seen as a successful initiative mostly 
because it allows experimentation, it 
brought life into an abandoned arcade 
and it can serve as a model for other 
public-owned empty buildings. The 
Kypseli Market Project is following a 
similar model as the Traces of Com-
merce; to some extent the Traces of 
Commerce project served as a testing 
pilot for similar initiatives in other 
parts of Athens. Now there are some 
thoughts to expand this to other build-
ings as well. The evaluation of the initi-
ative is generally positive, although a 
general argument connected to these 
kind of initiatives is that a tool that will 
measures social impacts is necessary.
 
In a nutshell
Although temporary use as a tool for 
urban regeneration is still not as popu-
lar in Athens as in other European cities, 
it seems to receive more attention after 
it has become a main element in the re-
use of arcades, buildings etc. within a 
social innovation context. The Traces of 
Commerce and the Kypseli Market are 
two characteristic examples, where 
sustainability is a major issue: ensuring 
the continuation or a next stage after 
the temporary use is mostly connected 
to trust among the different users and 
the owners, but also to the visibility of 
these efforts. Public consultation and 
media promotion are two elements that 
seem to play a critical role. Integrating 
the abandoned buildings (or in this 
case, arcades) into the urban dynamic 
has many positive side effects; being 
able to assess –and maybe quantify and 
demonstrate – these effects is therefore 
of vital importance.

building and a management model that 
could ensure its sustainability was dis-
cussed. The model chosen is based on 
the collaboration of three sectors: civil 
society, social entrepreneurs and mu-
nicipal services. This model has been 
chosen because it allows the municipal-
ity to collaborate with local society, 
small organizations and the local com-
munity, in order to achieve the goal of 
integrating the market in the communi-
ty and make it available to the creative 
people who are active in this area. But 
this time, with a well organized system 
and in collaboration with the munici-
pality in order to better implement this 
model of “social economy”. 
Following an open call for proposals 
launched in the summer of 2016 for the 
management of the project, a commit-
tee evaluated the proposals and short-
listed four candidates. Finally, Impact 
Hub Athens was assigned with the man-
agement of the Kypseli Market starting 
in April 2017. According to the Impact 
Hub Athens submitted proposal, “The 
Kypseli Municipal Market will not only 
act as an emblematic building telling 
the story of the people and the neigh-
bourhood of Kypseli, but also as a plat-
form that will give the opportunity to 
co-create a plethora of stakeholders- an 
active community which will innovate 
and create while reviving the urban 
landscape.”
In order to relaunch the Market to the 
neighborhood, a series of activities took 
place in the building in November and 
December 2016. The activities included 
photo exhibitions, concerts, DIY work-
shops, Christmas family activities etc. 
The activities managed to bring atten-
tion to the building and spread the news 
about the market to the area of Kypseli. 
In April 2017, Impact Hub Athens will 
officially be responsible for running the 
Kypseli Municipal Market. Strategic 
planning took into consideration mod-
ern trends in urban development such 
as resilience, social design, bottom up 
urban engagement, community led de-
velopment, makers movement, neigh-

bourhood loyalty and ownership of 
public spaces. According to the busi-
ness plan, there will be three main fields 
of activity: 

• Urban Labs: urban development 
programs focusing on social innova-
tion and entrepreneurship. Accord-
ing to the proposed methodology, 
market needs and the local commu-
nity are studied and programs and 
solution plans that can help solve 
challenges and exploit market op-
portunities will be developed. The 
aim is to inspire, educate, mobilize 
and connect, individuals and organ-
izations around specific issues or 
economic sectors. 
• Conscious Mall: actions to strength-
en local economy with emphasis on 
ethical and fair trade and innovative 
entrepreneurship (always with re-
spect to existing commercial initia-
tives of the region). Innovative small 
businesses that will attract custom-
ers from other areas and abroad will 
be chosen. 
• Culture Hive - cultural and educa-
tional actions: culture and educa-
tion are two important elements 
that allow for the enhancement of 
multiculturalism in the region as a 
lever for social cohesion and peer-
to-peer learning. The goal is to turn 
the Kypseli Municipal Market into a 
learning and entertainment hub 
both for local residents and Atheni-
ans in general.

Ideas that can be 
transferred to other 
buildings 
Both for Athens and for other cities in 
Greece the experimentation connected 
with these two projects and its out-
comes serves as paradigms. Vacant 
buildings whose owners are looking for 
a solution based on temporary use is 
quite common. The publicity of the 
Traces of Commerce project has created 
the conditions for further discussion, 
mostly in Athens but also in other cities.    

Insights
For cities

1. Allowing experimentation and 
new ideas to develop is a key element 
that makes the difference

2. An open call for the users of the 
space, followed by clear selection 
criteria that will also take into ac-
count social impacts play a main role 
in the process and the acceptance of 
temporary use. Obviously these are 
also important elements for any fu-
ture plans. 

3. It is important to create conditions 
of trust among the community, the 
users and the owner of the building. 
A main stakeholder such as the City 
of Athens can guarantee that this is 
going to happen.

4. Visibility through the media and 
open events seem to be key elements 
for temporary users to be acknowl-
edged and accepted by the commu-
nity.

5. One point that led to complaints 
was the fact that for some of the tem-
porary users it would be helpful if 
they could charge their services or 
products – without an income they 
faced issues of sustainability.   

6. The next steps after temporary use 
seem to occur spontaneously if the 
experience is evaluated as positive 
from all the stakeholders. This is 
happening in the case of the Traces 
of Commerce project where the own-
er is now asking for a new round and 
is willing to contribute by paying the 
overheads this time.    

 1 www.tracesofcommerce.com/ 
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The story of a “floating” 
gallery
PLATO is a platform for contempo-
rary art, an art gallery based in Ostra-
va, provides opportunities to en-
counter a diverse range of 
contemporary art forms and ampli-
fies discussions on its themes, sub-
jects, contributions and possibilities.
The platform used to have a stable 
base even though they were always 
flexible enough to exhibit on various 
places in the city. Due to some chang-
es and new challenges coming along, 
the platform recently moved to an 

abandoned building to stay there un-
til the new space is recovered and 
ready to be used. The current build-
ing is small not sufficient for large 
exhibitions so the platform in order 
to adjust to new conditions turned 
into an “Office for Art” with a new 
temporary concept. 
Ostrava has a very rich heavy indus-
try history, mainly steel and coal min-
ing related, leaving marks on the land 
and plenty of empty industrial build-
ings and brownfields. Nowadays, this 
old image, sometimes called “Black 
Ostrava” due to its past, is slowly dis-
appearing, with a great help of nu-
merous cultural activities and pro-
jects emerging in the city. 
PLATO as a platform for contempo-
rary art in Ostrava has originally 
started as a 3 year long project in 
2013 reflecting the demand of local 
community asking for contemporary 
art gallery. Project activities were 
carried out thanks to subsidies from 
the City of Ostrava and other 2 local 
parties with financial support of the 
Ministry of Culture of the Czech Re-
public operated by a third party. 
PLATO was rather an imaginary 
space, which, in its physical and 
structural meaning, availed of the 
project called “Gallery of the Ostrava 
City” and it could be therefore trans-

“Isn’t it a pity to lose
such a great space where the platform 

was situated in and switch into
an abandoned shop? 

Nope, a pity is to lose a good person not 
a space. No need to be nostalgic and 

sentimental about leaving good address 
while there is something new, hopefully 

better, waiting for us in the future.” 
By Marek Pokorný, director of PLATO.

By Katerina Bonito and Martina Pilarova, 
City of Ostrava (Czech Republic)

The future settlement of PLATO. A historical building under cultural heritage 
protection formerly used as a slaughter house, Ostrava (Czech Republic).

Photo by Ostrava City Archive.

GONG, formerly known as PLATO, an old gas holder located 
within the industrial heritage site in Ostrava  (Czech Republic).

Photo by  Ostrava City Archive.
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ferred to any place in the city accord-
ing to its needs, and many of its sec-
ondary activities were, however, the 
platform settled in the multifunction-
al auditorium Gong located in the 
national site of industrial heritage of 
Lower Vítkovice (abbreviated as 
DOV1).
The rent wasn’t the cheapest but it 
was affordable as long the project 
was running thanks to external fund-
ing. Once the project ended, PLATO 
became, upon political decision of 
retaining such successful project up 
and running, municipality owned or-
ganisation fully operating as of 1st 
January 2017. Due to several aspects, 
PLATO moved out from their existing 
premises. The main reasons were: 
high monthly rent, clash of events 
which was not uncommon practice, 
location outside the city centre and 

mately in autumn 2017 if all goes 
according to the schedule. Further-
more, moving PLATO to its final des-
tination, Jatka, as a Contemporary Art 
Gallery will take about 3 years’ time.
Another place for PLATO had to be 
found due to unexpected complica-
tion with DIY store building. Another 
place for temporary, short term stay.
City owns just few buildings in the 
city centre and many more outside. 
Due to the urban sprawl, demograph-
ic decline and brain drain causing 
shrinking of the city, Ostrava has been 
focused on “reviving the city centre” 
and therefore pays more attention to 
locating activities to its centre rather 
than focusing on abandoned sites on 
the peripheral areas of the city. 
As a result, PLATO is now settled in 
very small and limited space owned 
by the municipality. It was previously 

absence of a restaurant or a pub near 
the gallery. Since Gong operates as a 
multifunctional centre including the 
congress tourism, large congress 
events often overlapped with PLATO 
additional program (workshops, 
concerts, video projection, etc.
In parallel, City bought a DIY store 
along with a historical building of an 
old slaughter house called “Jatka” lo-
cated right next to each other as well 
as in the wide city centre area with 
an idea of redeveloping the historical 
building into a cultural centre accom-
modating the future “Contemporary 
Art Gallery” PLATO will become. The 
reconstruction of the slaughter house 
will be extensive due to a very poor 
current technical condition of the 
building and demanding large pro-
portions of financial resources which 
might take few years. It was clear 

used as a shop selling clothes located 
close to the city centre. There cover a 
very symbolic monthly rent and en-
ergy bills. 
Due to the character of the new space 
PLATO will no longer be able to pro-
vide standard offer and programme 
of usual exhibitions as it used to be 
anymore. In fact, this change is per-
ceived very positively by PLATO.  The 
current “base” opens the door to 
rather more creative approach due to 
which several innovative exhibition 
projects that break intellectual stere-
otypes about what traditional art ex-
hibition look like should will take 
place there. Besides, they will focus 
on ideas of revitalisation of urban 
space in the meantime, e.g. how to 
reduce the “visual smog” - other 
words a never-ending track of tacky 
billboards lining up the streets and 

walls of buildings, how to improve 
the quality of the showrooms and ar-
tistic interventions in urban space 
etc.  The plan is to organize work-
shops, debates and lectures, screen-
ings and concerts. They will imple-
ment new ideas and small projects. 
The symbiosis of two roles: an office 
and an art gallery all in one open 
space of a downgraded building for 
temporary period sounds quite chal-
lenging and will certainly bring fruits.
The biggest challenge so far is the 
communication. Many people still 
haven’t noticed that PLATO changed 
location even though their PR depart-
ment have been feeding social media 
with news about all the changes. And 
another location change will come in 
autumn. 
On the other hand, since they have 
been focus more on the accompany-

from a very beginning that PLATO 
will need a temporary home in the 
meantime.
The plan was to move PLATO into the 
second building the DIY store while 
the redevelopment is in progress. 
The DIY store is a large glassy build-
ing with high ceilings and enormous 
part of an open space, just a perfect 
fit for a gallery to settle in.
A problem had arisen soon after ac-
knowledging that the building did 
not meet the basic technical stand-
ards secure for a new tenant either 
even though short term and small 
scale reconstruction is required. Be-
sides, the administrative process and 
the existing legislation put obstacles 
to temporary use, mainly the process 
behind the change of the original pur-
pose of the DIY store use. PLATO will 
be moving to the DIY store approxi-

A large open space of the DIY store which will become the 
next temporary home to PLATO, Ostrava (Czech Republic).

Photo by PLATO.
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1. Sufficient time is required to test any 
initiative.

2. The 3 year duration helped to justify 
the value of PLATO’s activities as well 
as draw public attention.

3. Not to be afraid to make temporary 
shifts in temporary use even if a project 
runs for couple of years, not to fear to 
move it to temporary use.

4. Not to be afraid of the change, be pre-
pared to adapt to new conditions. Be 
creative. 

5. Trust responsible people that have 
demonstrated solid performance. 

6. Transformative temporary use can 
be considered as a strategy to keep peo-
ple in the city (City of Ostrava has been 
shrinking).
 
7. Location can play a key role. Some 
cities focus on reviving the city centre 
and other cities push for initiatives 
(funds) in the periphery.

8. Adaptation to different conditions is 
necessary even if it brings challenges it 
also brings new experience.

9. Story of PLATO is a reversed example 
from stable conditions to temporary. 

10. Temporary initiatives that run for a 
long time and create value can lead to 
the provision of permanent locations.

11. Consider whether a good T.U. loses 
their DNA in a permanent place. 

12. Knowing that there will be another 
place for the initiate makes them more 
willing to be flexible.

13. If a municipality promotes T.U. they 
have to consider permanent solutions 
too.  

Insights
for cities

KEEPING SPACE 
FOR TEMPORARY USE

ing program rather than exhibitions, 
they receive more visitors since they 
moved as university buildings and 
high schools are located at the city 
centre so the circulation of students 
and other target groups are much 
higher than on the previous address. 
Revival of older premises gave PLATO 
a lot of inspiration for their further 
activities. Light repairs gradually ex-
posed the layers left by previous ten-
ants. Because it was originally a tex-
tile shop, PLATO decided to dedicate 
their first exhibition to things made 
of textile being on the boundary be-
tween art and applied design.
The story does not try to tell about 
new ideas for temporary use of emp-
ty spaces in the city, the philosophy 
goes deeper into the heart of the on-
going creative projects which with a 
good portion of open mind need to 
adapt to new conditions and make 
the best out of it “in the meantime 
time” as this short experience might 
have a great positive impact on the 
entire future development of PLATO 
and move platform mentally forward.

Facing the historical center of the city, the 30 000 m² Al-
stom Factory Halls are at the heart of the urban renewal 
plans of the Island of Nantes. The end of the industrial 
activity of the Alstom Factory allows the Samoa to install 
its offices in the building to be itself in the center of the 
urban project. The capacity of the building (large volumes, 
the types of spaces available, the materials that are sturdy 
enough with do-it-yourself activities, impacts or colli-
sions, frequent passage…) enables many different uses 
and functions for a few years while the urban develop-
ment project evolves and takes on a more definite project 
for the building. 
From the moment the building was opened in 2003 the 
first entrepreneurs of the creative and cultural industries 
quickly seized the opportunity to use the Alstom Factory 
in many different ways. Underground artistic installa-
tions, cultural events, electronical music festival, experi-
menting and prototyping are a few of the ways in which 
the space was used. It multiplied the creative potential 
already present in the area and encouraged several sin-
gular cultural projects (the Elephant, Les Machines, Estu-
aire, and finally the establishment of the Voyage à Nantes) 
contributing to the vibrant cultural scene of Nantes.
In 2008 the decision was taken to move the Fine-Arts 
School into part of the Alstom Factory which gives the 
building a crucial role on this part of the island which then 
rapidly becomes the creative district. The physical prox-
imity of the different stakeholders of the creative and cul-
tural industries supports the appearance of a collabora-
tive dynamic. The goal of the rehabilitation project is to 
redevelop the site in such a way that it can be the driving 
force of the development of the creative district and its 
network. The site will combine higher education and re-
search, business incubation, prototyping and experimen-
tation spaces…
Starting in 2011 the building was gradually “emptied” 
from its remaining more permanent occupants to be able 
to start the rehabilitation process. Most the occupants 

Current temporary location of PLATO, alias the Office for Art, a 
former clothes shop nearby, Ostrava (Czech Republic).

Photo by PLATO.

1 DOV is an industrial complex transformed 
into a unique educational, social and cultural 
centre of a significance reaching beyond the 
region (www.dolnivitkovice.cz/o-nas)

The example of the rehabilitation of the Alstom Factory Halls 
on the Island of Nantes (France).

By Virginie Barré and Marieke Zeegers, SAMOA (France)

A comparison of the Alstom Factory Halls site with before (or 
rather during construction) and after pictures, Nantes (France).

Photo by  Valéry Joncheray-Spectrum-Samoa.
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were relocated on another old industrial site, the Karting, 
redeveloped for this purpose by the Samoa using an office 
space concept that was prototyped and tested in the Al-
stom Factory Halls. This transition phase and the progres-
sive relocation of the occupants elsewhere were exten-
sively supported by the Samoa to find a solution for all 
occupants. Some were relocated in the Karting, others in 
the Solilab, both also temporary though, some were put 
into contact with other local organizations or public insti-
tutions capable of offering affordable solutions. The occu-
pants that presented the most difficulty to relocate were 
the artists who have very different needs depending on 
their activity and for whom a personalized solution had 
to be found. In several cases the Samoa was not able to 
relocate them but offered different kinds of support such 

• A creative “third space” (working, collaborating, pro-
totyping, testing, sharing, learning, showing…): 3 300 m² 

The current challenge is designing new buildings with 
temporary uses, it is no longer a matter of occupying emp-
ty spaces. Because of the progress of urbanization, the 
vitality of the Metropolitan Area and the habit and desire 
for temporary uses, there are less and less possibilities of 
vacant and empty spaces. In a sense, victims of our suc-
cess, we suffer from a lack of those empty spaces and must 
rethink them within new buildings.
The notion of temporary use is very present the definition 
of the functions in the architectural program, especially 
in the creative third space. Three different ways of incor-
porating temporary uses in the nevertheless very perma-
nent structure. 

as the benefit of materials of the Alstom Factory Halls that 
the artists could recuperate before the demolition or by 
means of professional skills development or project sup-
port. 
One of the first major changes that took place on the site 
was the demolition of 2 of the 7 factory halls to create 3 
distinct blocks of buildings. Within each block more dem-
olition has taken place so that the final project contains 5 
different entities within a definitive program:

• The Fine Arts School: 9 382 m² (floor space = surface 
de plancher in French)
• A University pole regrouping the digital humanities: 3 
200 m²
• A business incubator: 6 115 m²
• A locally sourced restaurant: 1 565 m²

The first can be considered to be the occasional overflow 
on the newly created public spaces. The demolition of 2 
large factory halls not only allowed for the creation of dis-
tinct entities, it also created large “streets” that are con-
sidered as public space. These “streets” are not accessible 
to any motorized vehicles except for the fire department, 
which means they can be used in many different settings. 
A temporary exhibit in the Fine Art school can for example 
partly occupy this public space. The facades of the third 
space, but also those of the Fine Arts School, have been 
designed in such a way that the limits of public and private 
space are blurred and it easily allows for the installation 
of an event. The differentiation of private and public space 
is deliberately vague in such a way that it might disappear 
depending on the use of the site.

The Alstom Factory around 2010, Neantes (France).
Photo by Jean-Dominique Billaud – Samoa.
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Short term use is still very present in the pro-
ject, and could be considered in a sense the 
second type of temporary use. The Samoa will 
most likely continue using the precarious oc-
cupation contract (see synthesis paper topic 
5 with the example of the Karting) for the 
creative business and other occupants in the 
creative third space. The exhibit gallery will 
only host temporary exhibits, a great number 
of events will be organized, etc., etc.
But the most innovative way the Samoa has 
thought about adapting temporary use in the 
creative Third Space is the fact that some of 
space is programmed without any defined 
use. The idea here is to have possibility, a ca-
pacity to be flexible, and to stop anticipating 
the future and any unknown functions and 
uses of the building. Uses and functions 
evolve at a much faster rate than any admin-
istrative decision process, building code or 
public procurement procedure and it seems 
pointless to try to anticipate and freeze the 
possibilities of the building.
One of the ways this is reflected in the archi-
tectural program is the presence of a princi-
pal function for a given space, and taking into 
account the current building restrictions, to 
see what other functions could be pro-
grammed in this space. The following table 
illustrates the primary function of each space 
and its potential evolutions.
But it is also, and mainly, reflected in the pres-
ence of undefined spaces. These are spaces 
within the building that resemble outer space 
in the sense that they are robust and left with 
a rough finish. The 250m² entrance hall of the 
Third Space is an example, or the 2 “atriums” 
in the business incubator, 2 “winter gardens” 
… Several large spaces are thus left open and 
will allow temporary use within a permanent 
building depending on the needs of the occu-
pants or different stakeholders.

	

Examples of temporary use in the 
Alstom Factory Halls, Nantes (France).
Photo by Samoa. 
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An overview of the different entities in the architectural program of the Alstom factory Halls, Nantes (France).
Photo by Amélie Grosselin - Ema Duval - Samoa.

INSIGHTS
FOR CITIES
1. Do not confuse adjustability with adaptability. Adjust-
ing a building is complicated as walls and supporting pil-
lars are harder to change whereas people and uses are 
easier to adjust. So, the building must be adaptable in the 
sense of being able to host whatever function is possible. 
However, convincing politicians, stakeholders or inves-
tors that they should support a project that has no 100% 
pre-defined uses, that can be perceived as “empty” while 
still representing a large sum of money has proven quite 
complicated.

2. Avoid the concept of “who can do the most can always 
do less” for the adaptability of a building. This often results 
in very high costs. Knowing to be frugal and efficient at 
the same time is a challenge, but can also be a convincing 
argument for political support.

The primary function of each space and its potential evolutions

3. Always keep in mind that “temporary” can turn “forev-
er”. As soon as you open a right of occupation, even tem-
porary, this right will be claimed over the long term.

4. As the rules are often different between permanent 
and temporary uses, working with open minded civil serv-
ants, firemen, even the legislators, could allow pushing 
everyone on the border of the interpretation of the law. 
Working on toleration law or even grey zones even on new 
building project could really help. 

Space

Creativity rooms

Production Hall

Large Gallery [180 m²]

Large Gallery [300 m²]

Shared meeting rooms

Small Galleries

Defined use

Cdt (meeting rooms)
R (Teaching & learning)

Cdt (office space)
R (Teaching & learning)

Y [exhibit]

Y [exhibit]

CdT [meeting rooms] 
R [ transmission de savoirs ] 

Y [exhibit] 

Other potential uses

Cdt (artist working atelier)
M (boutique, stores)
Y (exhibit)
L (shared public meeting room)
(congress, conferences, any large type of 
event) are excluded

Cdt (artist atelier)
Cdt (meeting rooms)
Y (exhibit)

CdT [artist working atelier]  
L [shared public meeting room]
N [sit-down dining] 
T [commercial venue for congres and event 
type activities] 

CdT [artist working atelier]  
N [sit-down dining] 
Activities of type L or T other than a shared 
public meeting room are excluded

CdT [office space] 

CdT [artist working atelier]  
L [shared public meeting room]
M [boutique] 
N [sit-down dining] 
T [commercial venue for congres and event 
type activités] 
Activities of type L other than a shared public 
meeting room (congress, conferences, any 
large type of event) are excluded
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By Marcelline Bonneau, Strategic Design Scenarios

Temporary use can be a tool for bottom-up urban planning, exper-
imentation in city development and a laboratory to invent and 
incubate the city of the tomorrow. One of way of approaching it is 
to develop ways of going through a passive temporary use (de-
mand-driven) to an active temporary use (as a requalification 
instrument). This is was a synthesis led by the City of Ostrava 
(Czech Republic) will present based on the examples of De Site in 
Ghent (Belgium), “Dirty Jobs”, Ledeberg doet het zelf in Ghent as 
well, The “Living Ostrava Differently” and “The Square Belongs to 
Everyone” in Ostrava, the Green Island 1 & 2 in Nantes (France) 
and the identification of the future forms of creativity in the urban 
cracks by SAMOA in Nantes as well.
Another way of approaching it is to take advantage of temporary 
use as an experimentation tool in urban planning and develop-
ment. For that purpose, a few cases are presented:

• The Somes Delivery projet in Cluj (Romania);
• The Hlubina Cultural District, in Ostrava; 
• The Open Zone for Cuture Lazarz district, in Poznan (Poland)
• The Creative District Cluster, in Nantes 

Finally, another approach is to see how temporary use works as a 
“city lab” to invent, experiment and develop the future of the city. 
A synthesis led by the City of Helsinki will provide transversal 
insights into a variety of REFILL city partners’ cases:

• The Living Streets, Ghent;
• The Urban Experimentation Zone, De War, Amersfoort;
• from Traces of Commerce to Kypsili market, Athens;
• Smart Kalatasama, Helsinki; and,
• Delloyd Hof Shopping Centre CityLab, Bremen.

Do you want to know more about these? Check out the issue #6 of 
the REFILL magazine!

Check out the issue #6 of the 

REFILL MAGAZINE!

Do you want 
to know more 
about Refill?
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REUSE OF VACANT SPACES AS DRIVING FORCE 
FOR INNOVATION ON LOCAL LEVEL

PARTNER COUNTRIES
Ghent (Belgium-Lead partner) - Amersfoort (Netherlands) - Athens (Greece)

Bremen (Germany) - Cluj-Napoca (Romania) - Helsinki (Finland) - Nantes (France) - Ostrava 
(Czech Republic) - Poznań (Poland) - Riga (Latvia) 


